List of Required Materials (Bachelor)

(1) Notarized diploma of highest level of education obtained. Applicants expecting to graduate this academic year must submit an official document issued by their current school to prove their current student status and expected graduation date.

(2) Complete academic transcripts of the highest level of education.

(3) Personal Statement, including a study or research plan, financial situation, reasons for scholarship application, honors and awards, personal strengths, etc. (no less than 800 words).

(4) A letter of recommendation. Self-supported students need a letter of recommendation from their high school teacher; recipients of the Confucius Institute Scholarship need a letter of recommendation from the local Confucius Institute that issued the scholarship. The phone number and email address of the person issuing the recommendation should be included.

(5) Applicants should submit a HSK certificate (Level 4 or above). Applicants who don’t meet the language requirements must apply for one year of Chinese language studies before entering their major studies. (No language certificate is required for Malaysian independent high school graduates.)

(6) Foreigner Physical Examination Form. The physical examination must cover all of the items listed in the Foreigner Physical Examination Form. Incomplete forms, forms without the signature of the attending physician or the official stamp of the hospital, or forms without a sealed photograph of the applicant are considered invalid. Please carefully plan your physical examination schedule, as the result will be valid for only 6 months.

(7) Certificate of no criminal record issued by the relevant local authority.

(8) Photocopy of passport (ordinary passport and must be valid until April 1st, 2021 or later).

(9) The application fee receipt or payment voucher.

Supplementary Materials:

(10) Applicants for Chinese Confucius Institute Scholarship should also submit a certificate of the HSKK test (Intermediate Level) with a minimum score of 60 or above.
(11) Chinese citizens who apply for Nankai University as international students after immigrating abroad must also submit:

a. Certificate of naturalization;

b. Passport entry and exit records for the last 4 years; or a two-year proof (at least) of residence abroad for the last four years (a full or longer period of nine months of residence abroad can be counted as one year as verified by entry and exit records);

(12) Other materials that can prove the applicants’ learning ability and comprehensive abilities, such as award certificates in sports or the arts, specialty certificates, published papers, undergraduate admission notices issued by other universities, etc.

Note: All of the above application materials should either be in Chinese or English. For documents or certificates in languages other than Chinese or English, notarized Chinese or English translations are required.